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A Security Disaster

1http://fortifyprotect.com/HP_IoT_Research_Study.pdf

• HP conducted a security 
analysis of IoT devices1

▶ 80% had privacy concerns
▶ 80% had poor passwords
▶ 70% lacked encryption
▶ 60% had vulnerabilities in UI
▶ 60% had insecure updates
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Three Goals

• The IoT is not a significant threat to the broader 
Internet.
▶ e.g., Mirai botnet

• The security of a smart object is as good or better 
than that of a dumb object.
▶ E.g., shodan.io, Austrian hotel

• The IoT is not a significant threat to the physical world.
▶ E.g., German steel mill, Jeep Cherokee, Austrian hotel



Projects towards vision

1. IoT security adopts the best practices in web and 
payment system security.
▶ Low hanging fruit — new tools, frameworks, systems; 

successes from web security are valuable.

2. Communication transparency: owner can observe, 
filter, suppress their own IoT network traffic.
▶ Visibility and control allow management and 

countermeasures.



Projects towards vision

3. Sound user authentication methods that embrace 
human factors.
▶ Password policies today are a failure: security is less 

secure.

4. Master Chief: digital assistant for managing and 
monitoring security of your network.
▶ Automate, provide a basis for trust, human-centric 

interactions and cognitive models.



Questions/Comments





North stars (time machines?) 

• A world without passwords: security policies are 
understandable by humans

• A world without botnets

• Owners of data have full control over it



What was discussed

• Hygiene: passwords, password policies, etc.
• in some point in the future, no botnets (systems security)
• transparency: owner can observe monitor and manage all data that a 

device collects (added: in an understandable way) (added: depending on 
the context)

• if cloud service is compromised, it doesn’t compromise your data 
(homomorphic encryption under current model? but no need to 
constrain to current capability) [data in the cloud is somehow secure 
when the cloud is hacked]

• models for securing IoT - crypto and security primitives that are not only 
effective but are also understandable by humans [Security mechanisms 
that make intuitive effective interactions that allow users to understand 
threats]

• failsafe modes that protect life, notion of privacy. Notion of failing safely 
as the device is built.

• proof of non-repudiability [e.g.,: how do we design forensics in a world 
where people share passwords?]



State of Art
• Bad states of the art:

▶ Passwords, including lots of default passwords
▶ Shared credentials, reuse of credentials
▶ Botnets

• Good states of the art:
▶ Spreading computation across multiple servers to 

have to compromise all to compromise a system
▶ Non-password-based pairing protocols
▶ See presentations from earlier this week

- Secure boot, language/OS protections, Trusted Execution 
Environments, etc.


